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1 Context

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [27] provide a general framework for the
modeling of many practical applications (planning, scheduling, time tabling,...).
Many examples of such constraint satisfaction problems can be found in [12].
A CSP is usually defined by a set of variables associated to domains of possi-
ble values and by a set of constraints. We only consider here CSP over finite
domains. Constraints can be understood as relations over the variables and
therefore, solving a CSP consists in finding an assignment of values to the vari-
ables that satisfies these constraints. Many resolution algorithms have been
proposed to achieve this purpose and we may distinguish at least two classes of
general methods:

• Complete methods aims at exploring the whole search space in order to
find all the solutions or to detect that the CSP is not consistent. Complete
methods are mainly based on local consistency mechanisms [19, 21] which
allow the algorithms to prune the search space by deleting inconsistent
values from variables domains. A complete solver usually build a search
tree by applying domain reduction, splitting and enumeration. Such meth-
ods have been used in order to develop constraint programming languages
(Chip [2], Ilog Solver [15], CHOCO [18],...) which provide a general frame-
work for constraint modeling and resolution. Unfortunately, this approach
requires an important computational effort and therefore encounters some
difficulties with large scale problems. These performances can be improved
by adding more specific techniques such as efficient constraint propagation
algorithms, global constraints,... We refer the reader to [5, 11, 20] for an
introduction to constraint programming.

• Incomplete methods mainly rely on the use of heuristics providing a more
efficient exploration of interesting areas of the search space in order to find
some solutions. Unfortunately, these approaches do not ensure to collect
all the solutions nor to detect inconsistency. This class of methods, known
as metaheuristics, covers a very large panel of resolution paradigms from
evolutionary algorithms to local search techniques. We only consider here
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local search (LS) approaches. Given a search space S and a configuration
s in S whose quality is evaluated using a fitness function f, a local search
algorithm aims at providing a new configuration s’ which is located in
the neighborhood of s. Therefore, the algorithm moves from neighbor
to neighbor in order to find a solution or an optimal configuration at
least. Two main strategies can be used to achieve this search: the LS
algorithm may attempt to improve the current configuration (i.e., f(s’)
is greater than f(s) if it concerns a maximization problem) and try to
reach a local optimum or it may diversify the search by moving to a least
interesting configuration in order to escape from these local optima. A
LS metaheuristics actually defines how these two strategies alternates and
has many variants: descent with random walk (see [24] for an application
to SAT problem), simulated annealing [17], tabu search [13],... We refer
the reader to [1] for an overview of these different algorithms and their
applications to combinatorial optimization problems.

2 Combining Complete and Incomplete Meth-
ods

A common idea to get more efficient and robust algorithms consists in combin-
ing several resolution paradigms in order to take advantage of their respective
assets. [10] presents an overview of possible uses of local search in constraint
programming. Many existing works [14, 16, 23, 22, 25] propose hybridization
between local search based methods and constraint propagation techniques but
they often deal with a specific algorithm dedicated to a particular class of prob-
lems. Two main ideas are used to achieve the combination of complete and
incomplete methods.

• A LS helps a complete algorithm: at some nodes of the search tree built
by the complete backtracking algorithm, LS is used in order to quickly
reach a solution, starting from a partial assignment, or to improve a given
complete assignment. LS may also be considered as an additional repair
mechanism.

• A complete search guides LS: constraint propagation can be applied in
order to restrict the neighborhood or to prune the search space. Com-
plete techniques are also used in order to explore the neighborhood of the
current configuration and to select the next move in the LS process.

Note that such combinations have also been studied to improve the efficiency of
evolutionary methods for CSP [26].
These different hybrid algorithms are applied to various constraint satisfaction
problems (Satisfaction in proposition logic, Traveling Salesman Problem, Ve-
hicle Routing,...). Nevertheless, they share a common philosophy concerning
the combination of these complete and incomplete resolution techniques: one
method is chosen as the master search process and the other approach is used as



a kind of improvement heuristics. This hierarchical scheme is almost fixed and
no real cooperation occurs along the resolution. Therefore, it would be interest-
ing to provide a general framework for hybridization in order to address both
modeling and implementation points of view. As a first attempt, [6] proposes an
evolutionary based algorithm which includes domain reduction operators and
LS strategies and allow a uniform and flexible combination.

3 Theoretical and Software Issues for Hybrid
Constraint Solvers

Most of existing hybrid approaches for solving CSP are most likely ad-hoc al-
gorithms which favor the development of systems whose efficiency is strongly
related to a given CSP or class of CSP. From our point of view, a global model
would allow us to abstract the usual master-slave scheme and would be more
suitable to integrate the strategies of combination and the management of the
different components. Therefore, we present here the main lines of an alternative
and more general study:

• Theoretical frameworks have been proposed for a precise modeling of con-
straint domain reduction [3, 4, 7, 9] through the computation of a fixpoint.
This work could serve as basis for the integration of LS methods in order
to highlight the connections between complete and incomplete techniques
and their main properties.

• The different involved methods have respective resolution properties (e.g.,
the completeness for the systematic search algorithms and the fact that LS
is able to solve optimization problems and not only satisfaction problems).
Therefore, the model has to take into account these properties. From a
theoretical point of view, which conditions are requested to preserve these
properties ? From an algorithmic point of view, how the respective prop-
erties of the different methods can be handled by the different strategies
of hybridization and combination ?

• Strategies are already used in complete constraint solvers to combine the
different domain reduction and splitting operators (e.g., [8]) and in LS
algorithms to manage the interaction between intensification and diversi-
fication of the search. Moreover, in a context of hybridization, one has to
define possible strategies of combination and cooperation. Strategy rules
languages seem a suitable framework for strategies control in order to
insure the flexibility and the real cooperation of the complete and incom-
plete resolution parts. This interaction could be dynamically managed
during the search according to resolution events (e.g., if LS encounters
some difficulties then domain reduction or splitting could be applied to
prune the neighborhood, LS may help the complete search process when
the convergence is too slow,...) and adapted to the structure of the CSP.



• ¿From a practical point of view, the previously described methods and
heuristics have to share common structures and related functions but may
act on different problem representations corresponding to their particular
tasks and purposes (e.g., domain reduction operators work on variable
domains, LS works on variables assignments, strategies may depend on
configurations already explored by the search process,...). Therefore, soft-
ware methods and tools are needed in order to handle these different views
of a given CSP allowing us to combine rule-based strategy programming,
constraint resolution and LS metaheuristics. This involves software en-
gineering aspects (e.g., using UML) in order to provide a generic solver
suitable for implementing and testing various combinations of constraint
propagation operators and LS metaheuristics with different strategies.
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